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Notation. Z = the ring of rational integers,

Q = the field of rational numbers,

K = a field of algebraic numbers of finite degree over Q,

F = a finite normal extension of K,

Ok, Of = the ring of all integers of K, F respectively,

G = Galois group of F over K.

Introduction. G operates in a natural way on the additive groups of

Fand Of. It is well known that 77r (G,F+), the r-dimensional cohomol-

ogy group of G with F+ as coefficients-module is trivial for all integer

values of r. In [o]-[9] Yokoi has obtained the following results con-

cerning 77-(G, Op) :

|Theorem I. If the 0-dimensional cohomology group H°(G, Of) is

trivial, (we write Of for Op), then Hr(V, Of) is trivial in all dimensions

for all subgroups V of G.

Theorem II. If G is cyclic of prime order, the groups Hr(G, Of) are

isomorphic in all dimensions.

Theorem III. If G is arbitrary cyclic, all the groups Hr(G, Of) have

the same order.

On the basis of these results he conjectured in [9] that the groups

Hr(G, Of) have the same order also in the case when G is not cyclic.

In the present note, we shall show that the conjecture is false. We

shall also demonstrate how the problem of determining Hr(G, Of)

can be localized. In the end, we shall make some remarks concerning

proofs of Theorems I, II and III and give a generalization of Theorem

I in the case where G is nilpotent.

Counterexample. Let K = Q, F be the splitting field of f(x) = x' — 2
over K, 6 be the real root of f(x) and E = Q(d). F = £(rj), where 77 is a

primitive 3rd root of unity. G is generated by two elements a and r

satisfying the generating relations <73=t2=1, <72T=ra. The action of

G on F is given by: <r(6) =6n, a(r}) =r¡, r(6) =6, t(ij) = — 1 —rj.

We shall first find an integral basis of F over K. Oe, the ring of all

integers in £, is a principal ideal domain having a Z-basis consisting
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of 1, 0, e2. Consider the Os-module M=0E+0Eß, where ß

= (2 +n)(1+0)-1. ß satisfies the equation x2- (82-6 + l)x+ (62-1) = 0

and so ß is in Op. It can be easily verified that the relative discrimi-

nant of Af is (1 -\-6)Oe- NormE/o(l +0) = 3 implies that 1 +0 is a prime

element of 0E. Thus {1, ß\ is an integral basis of F over E [2, p. 129]

and hence {1,6, 02, ß, ßd, ßd2} is an integral basis of F over K.

It is now a simple matter to see that the set [bt:i — l, • ■ • , 6¡,

where bi=6+62, b2 = (d2-26+eß-2ß), b3=6, bi=6ß+62ß-26, 6,-1,

bs=ß—62, is a Z-basis for 0F. The action of G on 0F is given by the

table :

6i

b,

bi

-bi — ¿>2

-bi — b2

bz

6«

6»

■6i

-6i

6«

64

h + bi

b6 — be ¿1

Let <* = 2?_iai6,-GOf. The trace of a, N(a) =3(2a6+a6)65. There-

fore ii0(G, Of)^.(0°f)/N(Of)=Z3. Let us now examine /il(G, C>). If

h: G^>Of is any 1-cocycle, the group relations of G yield the condi-

tions: (t + 1)*(t)=0, ((r2+o-+l)fe(o-)=0and (arr+l)(6(r)-6(ff))-0.

These conditions imply h(r) = Xibi-\-(2x¡-\-2xi)b2-\-X3bi-\-2x3bi-\-x6bí

+ ( — 2xi)b6andh(cr)=yibi + (3xi+4:Xs—yi)b2+y3bz+(3xt—y3)bi,where

Xi, X3, xs, yi, yzEZ. Choose aEOF as follows:

= X) «**•■)   »i " 2xf> + %i — Vu
<=-i

— x$ — «1,    a3 *i 3%

«4= — Xi, ctt = x¡ and a6 may be chosen arbitrarily. A simple calcula-

tion shows that h(r) — (r— \)ct and h(a) —(<r— l)a. Thus every

1-cocycle is a coboundary and H1^, G>)=0. Yokoi's conjecture is

thereby disproved.

Localization. For a prime divisor p of ÜT, let 21 be a fixed prime

divisor of F lying above p. Let OO be the ring of integers of FO, the

completion of F at 21, and GO be the local group. We have the follow-

ing:

Theorem 1. Hr(G, 0F)^[l9Hr(Ga, On) for all integers r.

Proof. Let ÖF= XT* O9, 0~k = lio Op, the first product taken over
all prime divisors ty of F. 0F is diagonally embedded in ÖF. Also Ök

is canonically embedded in G>. Let 0*' = IX$/p ¿V 0^ >s G-module.
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By Shapiro's well-known lemma, 77r(G, 0(tl))9áHr(Ga, Oq). Now

Or*Ê ILOw.Therefore77'(G,0>) ^ ILH'(G<0(v))SÈoH'(Go,Oq).
Thus the isomorphism we wish to establish is equivalent to Hr(G, Öf)

=Hr(G, Of), for all r. Let [F: K] =« and wi, • • • , wn be a normal

basis of F over 7Í consisting of integers. Let W = OkWi+ • • • +Okw„.

The index [0>:5ft]=/ is finite. Therefore 2JÎ contains the ideal

21 = (/) of Of. KÖ~FEn = ÖKWi+ ■ ■ • +ÖKwn. Therefore %Öf+Of

EW+Of. But Wf+Of = 0f [5, p. 195]. Therefore §1 + Of = Öf.
Thus

Of       $1 + Of Of Of

m~     m    " 0, c\ âfe ~= aw

These are module-isomorphisms. 3DÎ, 2J? being G-regular, their coho-

mology is trivial. Therefore

T7'(G, ÖF) S Hr(G, 0F/W) Sé 77r(G, Of/3R) Sé T7'(G, 0,).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Remarks. 1. A shorter and simpler proof of Theorem 1, which is

also valid in a more general situation, can be constructed in the

following way: Triviality of H°(G, Of) is equivalent to the existence

of an element a in Of of trace 1. The endomorphism <pa of Of defined

by (f>a(ß)=aß has the identity mapping as its trace. 77r(G, O>)=0

follows from a very elementary result [l, p. 18, Satz 11] in the coho-

mology theory of finite groups. To show Hr(V, Of) =0 for any sub-

group V of G, we note trace (a) = 1 implies 7 = >V<fg) has trace

1 w.r.t. V, where 9¡ is a representative system of right-cosets.

2. For proving Theorem II, it is enough to show that 77°(G, Of),

H1^, Of) have the same order because any element of the cohomol-

ogy group other than identity is of order p. Theorem II follows from

Theorem III or from a theorem of Täte [3, p. 57, Theorem 10.3].

3. A generalization of Theorem I may be given as follows:

Theorem 2. If G is a nilpotent group and H'(G, Of) is trivial for

some integer i, then HT(V, Of) is trivial for all integral values of r

and for all subgroups V of G.

Proof. It has recently been proved [4] that a finite group G is

nilpotent if and only if for every finite G-module M, any relation

77''(G, M) =0 implies all relations HT(G, AT) =0 (r = 0,± 1,±2, • • • ).
Let wi, • • • , wn be a normal basis for F over K chosen such that

WiEOF,i = l, ■ ■ ■ ,m.Let'm = OKWi+ ■ ■ • +0Kwn. 77'(G, Stt)=0 for
all r and it follows from this and the exactness of the sequence
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o -> m -* 0F -> 0FIW -* 0

that Hr(G, 0F) =Hr(G, 0F/W) for all r. Thus if W(G, 0F) =0 for some

i, H*(G, Oif/sd¡)=0. But SfJÎ is of finite index in 0F, hence 0F/w is a

finite G-module. Since G is nilpotent, applying the above stated

theorem we have HT(G, OF)=0 for all r. Applying Theorem I we

obtain Theorem II.

4. Using an argument similar to that in 3, we see that our counter-

example also provides a further example to establish the necessity

that G be nilpotent in order for H'(G, M) =0 to imply HT(G, M) =0

for all r and all finite G-modules M.
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